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2?. A p l a c e Square - w h e r e
the Chinese Government suppressed the
student activists on 4th June, loso.
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Contrary to morality.
Short form for Los Angeles.
To save something for future use is to
set something
Object form of we.
A mass medium.
Unplugged music =
music,
Hardor softmovies.
American.
Approaching or coming closer.
Abbreviation for United States.
South American dance with strongly
marked rhythm.
1? The Norwegian language.
A male pop singer who was a member
la of the band "POLICE".
A kind of noble gas used in
22
advertisement signs.
A worthless or dishonest person is
24
colloquially known as a bad
25 Short form of the "Massachusetts,
Institution of Technology".
A type of white-flowered bush mainly
grown in South and East Asia for its
leaves.

Layer of hard substance over the outer
tip of a finger.
A country of which the capital is
Vienna.
A Japanese animation.

12 Of or belonging to us.
14

The five vowels.

15 A person, usually trained, who cares for
people who are ill or injured.

16 Sea-bird like a gull, but usually smaller
and swifter in flight.

19 Involuntary, spasmodic twitching of the
muscles.
The part which is inside, indoors, or
farthest from the edge or outside.
21. Lead singer of the band "The Beatles"
who was murdered in ipao.
23. Science of the properties and relations of
lines, angles, surfaces and solids.
20

Mini-Crossword Puzzle

U
Down ： Direction
Across ： Part of the face

U
Down •: Bread for hamburgers
Across ： Firearm
O

Down ： TWO thousand pounds
Across ： Male child
70

Down ： Vision
Across ： Opposite of day

1. " S N O W I N G "

Remove one letter each time, you will get six more words. Try
it.
-

2. "The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog." What is the
characteristic of this sentence?
3. What is that we have in December but we don't have in any
other months?
4. Why does B come before C?

coAo- tA^ <2/^.
You can find out their occupations
from their faces.
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ANSWERS:

MINI-CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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1. Sowing, owing, wing, win, in, I.
2. This sentence includes all the 26 alphabets.
3. The letter “D”.
4. It is because we must B (be) before we can C (see)

GUESS WHO THEY ARE!
a. ACTOR
f. FARMER
k. POETESS

bVICAR
g. ARTIST
1. POSTMAN

c. G R O O M
h. BANKER
m. ACTRESS

d. MATRON
i. SAILOR
n. BUTCHER
72

e. JOCKEY
j. WAITER
o. BARMAID
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